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Abstract. Building on the rare pion and muon decay results of the PIBETA experiment, the PEN
collaboration has undertaken a precise measurement of Bpie2 ≡ Rpie/µ , the pi+ → e+ν(γ) decay
branching ratio, at the Paul Scherrer Institute, to reduce the present 40× experimental precision
lag behind theory to ∼ 6−7×. Because of large helicity suppression, Rpie/µ is uniquely sensitive to
contributions from non-(V −A) physics, making this decay a particularly suitable subject of study.
Even at current precision, the experimental value of Bpie2 provides the most accurate test of lepton
universality available. During runs in 2008–10, PEN has accumulated over 2× 107 pie2 events; a
comprehensive maximum-likelihood analysis is currently under way. The new data will also lead to
improved precision of the earlier PIBETA results on radiative pi and µ decays.
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Historically, the pi→eν (or pie2) decay, provided an early confirmation of the V −A
nature of the electroweak interaction. Thanks to exceptionally well controlled theoretical
uncertainties, its branching ratio is now understood at better than a part in 104. The most
recent independent theoretical calculations are in excellent agreement, and give:
BSMpie2 ≡ Rpi,SMe/µ =
Γ(pi → eν¯(γ))
Γ(pi → µν¯(γ))
∣∣∣∣
calc
=

1.2352(5)×10−4 Ref. [1],
1.2354(2)×10−4 Ref. [2],
1.2352(1)×10−4 Ref. [3],
(1)
where “(γ)” indicates that radiative decays are included. Marciano and Sirlin [1] and
Finkemeier [2] took into account radiative corrections, higher order electroweak lead-
ing logarithms, short-distance QCD corrections, and structure-dependent effects, while
Cirigliano and Rosell [3] used two-loop chiral perturbation theory. A number of exotic
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FIGURE 1. (a) Cross section drawing of the PEN detector system (details in text). (b) Filtered active
target waveform for a pi→eν event showing a strongly preferred 2-peak fit. (c) Excellent χ2 separation of
2- and 3-peak filtered waveform fits (bottom).
processes outside of the current standard model (SM) can produce deviations from the
above predictions based on lepton universality, mainly through induced pseudoscalar
(PS) currents. Prime examples are: charged Higgs in theories with multiple Higgs
bosons, PS leptoquarks in theories with dynamical symmetry breaking, classes of vector
leptoquarks, parameters of certain SUSY partner particles, as well as non-zero neutrino
masses and their mixing (Refs. [4, 5] give recent reviews of the subject). Thus, pie2 decay
complements direct searches for new physics at modern colliders.
The two most recent measurements of the branching ratio [6, 7] are mutually con-
sistent and dominate the world average of 1.230(4)× 10−4, which, however, trails the
theoretical accuracy by a factor of 40. The PEN experiment [8] is aiming to reach
(∆B/B)pie2 ' 5× 10−4, and in doing so, to set new limits on the above non-SM pro-
cesses. PEN also aims to improve the PIBETA results for radiative decays pi+→ e+νγ
and µ+→ e+νν¯γ . Meanwhile, PiENu [9], a complementary experiment currently under
way at TRIUMF, has a similar goal for (∆B/B)pie2.
The PEN experiment uses an upgraded version of the PIBETA detector system, de-
scribed in detail in Ref. [10], and used in a series of rare pion and muon decay measure-
ments [11, 12, 13]. The PEN apparatus, shown in Fig. 1(a), consists of a large-acceptance
(∼ 3pi sr) electromagnetic shower calorimeter (pure CsI, 12 radiation lengths thick)
with non-magnetic tracking in concentric cylindrical multi-wire proportional chambers
(MWPC1,2) and plastic scintillator hodoscope (PH), surrounding a plastic scintillator
active target (AT). Beam pions pass through an upstream detector (BC), lose energy in
the active degrader (AD), are tracked in a mini time projection chamber (mTPC), and
stop in the AT. Signals from the beam detectors are digitized in waveform digitizers,
running at 2 GS/s for BC, AD, and AT, and at 250 MS/s for mTPC.
The pie2 branching ratio will be evaluated by normalizing the observed yield of pi→eν
decays to the number of sequential decays pi→µ→e, within a 250 ns gate starting some
40 ns before the pion stop time [8]. Assignment of detected events to either of the two
processes, or to a background process, is made within a comprehensive, blind and un-
binned maximum likelihood analysis (MLA) [14]. Key to achieving the goal uncertainty
is in the control of the systematics.
One among many powerful tools available to develop reliable probability density
functions for the MLA is provided by the beam counter waveform (wf) digitizer data,
helping us to obtain clean samples of pie2 events (two pulses in the AT-wf) and sequen-
tial pi→µ→e decay events (three pulses in the AT-wf). The procedure and results are
summarily illustrated in Fig. 1(b,c). Another key component in the analysis is the com-
prehensive GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment that produces synthetic
data fully equivalent to the measured data [15].
Furthermore, thanks to lower and better controlled backgrounds, the PEN data will
enable us to improve on the precision of the previous PIBETA results on pion [13] and
muon [16, 17] radiative decays, both of which are sensitive to non-(V − A) interac-
tions. Besides providing the most stringent limit on tensor interactions to date [18], the
PIBETA pi → eνγ results [13] also furnish fundamental inputs for chiral perturbation
theory related to pion structure. On the other hand, muon radiative decay, being largely
free from hadronic corrections, provides model-independent information on non-(V−A)
admixtures in the lagrangian.
Three PEN data runs have been completed, in 2008, 2009, and 2010, respectively,
collecting over 20 M pie2 events. Comprehensive data analysis, focusing on control of
systematics, is currently under way.
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